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Knowledge Rich Industries and
Balanced Growth for Transitional Economies

P. Luksha

In this paper, economic development through knowledge-rich proc-
essing industries as a potential dominating path for countries in transi-
tion is examined. It is particularly important that all countries in transi-
tion are richly endowed with intellectual resources which is shown to be
a factor (a) critical for transition, (b) receiving a growing value-added
compensation, and (c) giving potential for intellectual rent. A two-
industry dynamic model considering intellectual resources demonstrates
that there exists optimal distribution of investment allowing to maximize
national income, that is, a way for balanced growth in knowledge-rich
economy. Government can support this process through re-direction of
investment flows to achieve optimal investment distribution and invest-
ment into institutional capital. For successful growth through know-
ledge-rich industries, R&D sector should also be enhanced to become
market-oriented.

1. Structural aspect of economic growth

The process of economic transition towards market-oriented economy com-
menced in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE), and Commonwealth of Independent
States (CIS) over a decade ago. It has primarily rooted from an understanding of
great inefficiency of planned economies. Accordingly, the leaders of post-socialist
block have accepted a transitional liberalization package, which (despite differences
in countries themselves) was quite typical: liberalization of domestic markets (remo-
val of price control at first hand), liberalization of foreign trade, privatization, intro-
duction of finance markets, and macroeconomic stabilization [50]. However, as this
program has been executed, its results have been strikingly different for various
countries, ranging from mild improvement in CEE to severe crisis in some countries
like Russia and Ukraine [25].

It has been acknowledged by many a reform proponents that a number of
substantial mistakes have been made, especially in CIS: these reforms should have
relied on formation of market institutional infrastructure rather than on implemen-
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tation of a series of standard steps [50]. Elimination of inefficient (but working)
planning mechanism has created a situation of institutional ‘no man land’ as Kornai
called it [22]. While CEE countries have never abandoned basic market institutions
and ‘entrepreneurship spirit’, these key elements have been virtually exterminated
in the Soviet Union – and so it is logical that former Soviet Union (SU) has faced a
greater decline in output.

Yet, as it has been shown in author’s paper [27], another important aspect was
a structure of economies themselves. Economy of post-SU republics inherited signifi-
cant structural distortions: imbalances in price and supply-demand structure that
could only have been reduced through inter-industrial interactions. This reduction
has been a painful process accompanied by overall output decline, price increase,
and emergence of ‘arrears crisis’. It may be pointed out now that a negative impact
could have been less notable should more attention have been paid to economic
structure.

Nevertheless, despite some obvious reformers’ faults, new economic infra-
structure has emerged. There are evidences that major transformations have al-
ready accomplished:

(a) output structural shift index for countries in transition decreased, showing
that a new structure of economies have been formed. Also, output shifted from
‘capacity driven’ to ‘demand driven’ dynamics [63].

(b) dynamics of economic output is impacted by external stimuli (e.g. devalua-
tion in Russia during fall 1998) [61].

It is evidential that transitional economies have come to a crossing-post where
economic policy priorities are changing. Currently, for most countries in transition
economic growth has become a number one priority on agenda list [60]. It is how-
ever a critical issue what specifically may become a source of long-term growth.

Traditional macroeconomic models, and neoclassical growth models in particu-
lar, have been realized as inadequate for transitional country reform design even by
leading neoclassical economists [49]. It therefore becomes important to provide new
models that may give a basis for further reforms and motivated growth-oriented
policies.

One of the most important drawbacks that neoclassical growth models have
been criticized for is lack of consideration of economic structure. Some of the basic
axioms that underlie neoclassical analysis (such as general equilibrium and repre-
sentative agent prerequisites) make it technically impossible to consider non-homo-
genous economies. There were only rudimentary attempts to deviate from this ap-
proach, for instance, by explicit consideration of R&D sector supplying innovations
to the rest of economy. However, even then growing economies are considered
‘a scaled version of what they were years ago’ [3].

Evolutionary economists have made a serious progress in consideration of non-
homogenous economies (e.g. [35], [37], [41]). Their research uses, consciously or not, a
‘mushroom’ analogy – as coined by Harberger [19] who proposed ‘yeast vs mush-
room’ comparison, pointing out that that growth may occur proportionally and
equally in all sectors (yeast), or that bunches of sectors may spring and grow rapidly
while other recess or decline (mushrooms).

Peneder [41] showed that even in OECD countries, productivity is systemati-
cally different between sectors. He therefore proposed that economic policy should
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encourage structural shift towards high productivity industries. These industries are
in first turn technology- and human-capital-rich (or, more broadly, knowledge-rich).

Importance of development through technological progress and manufacturing
of knowledge-rich products has also been underlined by neoclassics as well, e.g. Arrow
[4]. Therefore, a consensus point of view for neoclassical and evolutionary economists
is that growth is achieved through knowledge-rich industries (KRIs), at least for de-
veloped countries with well-established institutional infrastructure.

To examine whether (and subject to what conditions) such path is suitable for
economies in transition is a subject of this article. Article is structured as following.
In Section 2, factors that can make growth through KRIs a viable development path
for transitional countries, are enlisted. In Section 3, a two-industry model with sup-
plier-consumer interactions and intellectual resources as productive factor is conside-
red, in order to represent various growth paths and discuss a preferable one. In
Section 4, two important government policy implications for balanced growth are
discussed: development of state institutional capital, and means of investment flows
redirection. Finally, in Section 5 basic practical mechanisms allowing implementation
of KRI growth are presented.

2. Knowledge-rich industries as growth promoters

Transition economies, especially in former SU republics, are richly endowed
with natural resources, stock of physical capital (created mostly in socialist times),
and well-educated population [70], [48]. This is a perfect opportunity that turned into
a large problem for many of them: for example, symptoms of so-called ‘Dutch de-
cease’ [10] have been observed in countries like Russia or Kazakhstan, where most
of available investment resources is devoured by extractive industries. For such
countries, a wide variety of options exists: to become export-oriented producers of
natural resources, or manufacturers of cheaper consumer goods, or providers of
technological services, etc.; evidently, such countries have not yet decided on their
long-term growth path.

There are several rationales that make it advantageous to choose a growth
through knowledge rich industries for countries in transition.

First, human factors (R&D and education) are the particularly important in
the process of economy transition [7]. Especially in its role as a substitute for other
scarce factors, human development increases the absorptive capacity of local firms
and facilitates the transfer of Western technology and market knowledge [56]. In
Central & Eastern Europe countries, this absorptive capacity was one of the most
powerful factors for development and integration into European society [30]. And,
for on-going economy growth continuity of core R&D competence is one of the criti-
cal factors [42].

Second, there is an evidence from a comparative factor compensation. The
trend provides the evidence that rate of compensation for the knowledge factor is
growing for developed countries of the EC [11], the US and Japan [26]. It is a well-
known fact that for world leading companies, a major part of their market valuation
is associated with intangible assets ([51], [52]). Furthermore, empirical testing of neo-
classical growth models output dynamics can only be explained if ‘something else’, a
‘total productivity’ factor (TFP), is introduced, that accounts roughly for one third to
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one half of GDP growth [13]. TFP is associated with technological developments and
externalities arising thereby [3]; TFP is not directly linked to capital or labor, nor to
human capital.

Increased compensation for knowledge and technologies may perhaps provide
explanation for the gap in per capita income between developed and developing co-
untries.

Kaplinsky in his paper [65] demonstrates that globalization leads to re-distri-
bution of functions in a value-chain, when developed countries start to specialize in
higher value-added activities (including R&D and patenting, industrial design, bran-
ding and distribution). Through a case study Kaplinsky shows that competition is
toughest, and return is lowest, in production activities with lower utilization of in-
tellectual resources.

What is also important that transitional countries target for per capita income
comparable to European, and this level of income may only be achieved if knowledge
‘value lever’ (called ‘the lever of riches’ by Mokyr [36]) is employed.

The unique factor that makes development through KRIs advantageous for
transition economies is the availability of intellectual rent. It is evident that econo-
mies in transition bear, as a heritage of socialist period, a high intellectual potential.
This potential has been accumulated due to necessary (and tough) intellectual com-
petition with Western countries (the United States at first hand). Maintenance of
technological progress at the comparable level was one of the priorities of govern-
mental policy, especially in defense industries. During the socialist period, both
unique technologies (war-, civil- or double-purpose) have been developed and sub-
stantial human capital has been created.

Intellectual rent (an opportunity to use intellectual potential avoiding invest-
ment into its creation), much like capital rent (an opportunity to use existing pro-
duction assets created by socialist economy and privatized during transition period)
is a unique feature of transitional economies. Only rough estimations of its value can
be made by saying that e.g. the Soviet Union spent on scientific purposes a budget
share comparable to those of OECD countries, and it had over four thousand scien-
tific institutions; around 80% of R&D was applied research for specific industries.
Socialist countries were (and their successors, in a few spheres, still are) the world
leaders in natural and engineering sciences (in particular, physics, aero- and space
technologies, chemistry and material sciences, life sciences, mathematics and com-
puter sciences, etc.) [17].

Yet, utilization of intellectual potential was very low during the period of
1990s, especially in the former SU [69]. Various reasons for the failure to use this
available resource have been debated, but they all more or less blame a lack of pro-
per institutional infrastructure. A recent paper by Acemolgu, Aghion and Zilibotti [2]
may provide some insights to this process. It suggests that for economies where
technology is close to ‘technological frontier’, managerial skills are critical to employ
technologies efficiently; and there was a shortage of such skills in most transitional
countries.

The intellectual potential has been substantially depreciated during the past
decade, and so a part of intellectual rent is inevitably lost. Since estimations of this
potential have never been made, it is only possible to point out to indirect indicators.
For Russian Federation, the financial support of R&D by state has been reduced by
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70–80%; average age of researchers increased greatly (more than 35% of scientists
are 50 and older); number of institutions has reduced by 20%. Major innovations
have only been accomplished in machinery and chemistry/petrol chemistry, just two
of a range of Russian industries [58]. In 1999–2001, demand for R&D has slightly
increased, but still only 35% of finance came from industries themselves, indicating
that demand remains fairly low.

However, the existing range of developments, inventions, knowledge and
qualifications can still be used, and with minor investment it could be brought to the
up-to-date level in order to produce high-tech production [68]. Thus, existing tech-
nologies and human capital allow for intellectual rent in knowledge-rich industries.

The enlisted rationales bring forth the idea that knowledge-rich industries
may be a preferred way for long-term growth in transitional economies. Existence of
intellectual rent allows to boost up high-technology industries with investment that
is lower comparable to both developed and third-world countries. Estimates of the
potential growth can only be made roughly, indicated by the size of world markets
in high-tech where post-socialist countries may prove competitive (and the exact
growth will definitely be linked to the success of specific technologies in specific
markets). Moreover, if knowledge-rich industries grow, they will need increased
supply of product of other domestic industries, according to the principle of multipli-
cation of value-added.

Practical experience demonstrates that innovative behavior is the key way to
involve intellectual resources into production sphere and to develop knowledge-rich
industries. As an example, a research conducted for defense industry enterprises of
CIS [64] shows the key determinants of growth for this KRI. Traditional factor of
government contractual work is only important as a means to stabilize enterprise
financial position. A factor of property type does not have serious impact on enter-
prise output dynamics: it is comparably similar for state and privatized enterprises.
However, innovative activity of enterprise is key to its development: innovative en-
terprises are the fastest growers.

3. Two industry growth model

3.1. Model description

A problem of economic growth can be consider through a multi-industry mo-
del with varying factor productivity. A simple model of this kind is a two industry
model (as in [27]): aggregated extractive industry, and aggregated processing indus-
try. This model can be distinguished from neo-classical two-sector models, e.g. by
Uzawa [57], since latter do not consider «supplier-consumer» relations between sec-
tors, nor they introduce extractive and processing sectors. Besides, neo-classical
models do not assume different level of intellectual resource utilization in sectors.
Thus, proposed model is conceptually closer to models of endogenous growth with
human capital such as Mankiw, Romer and Weil model [32], but unlike those, it has
a two-sector structure.

Production and distribution

Following assumptions are made on factor production structure. Three types of
production factors can be considered: (a) physical capital (machinery and equipment),
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(b) labor, and (c) ‘intellectual resources’ (which include human capital, technologies,
entrepreneurial skills etc.).

Rather than human capital, it is sensible to use the broader concept of intel-
lectual resources or intellectual capital [52], [66]. Intellectual resources of a socio-
economic system can be described by one macro-variable, that represents major as-
pect of reproduction and utilization of these resources [67]: (a) quality of intellectual
resource reproduction (which can be indicated by basic, secondary, higher and pro-
fessional education), (b) changes in intellectual resource content (emergence of new
practices, skills, technologies, and also possible obsolescence and elimination of old
practices and technologies). This broader approach to intellectual resources is based
on a concept of social memory and its impact on socio-economic dynamics [28]. In
terms of influence on output dynamics, it refers both to factor of human capital and
to factor of technological progress.

Since a positive dependence exists between a level of intellectual resource de-
velopment and factor contribution to economy value added, a technological obsoles-
cence will mean a reduction of this contribution. It is therefore evident that a socio-
economic system must maintain a certain level of R&D (even through imitation of
technologies, developments and patents) in order to retain a comparable level of
value-added output in its industries. This can be metaphorically described that in-
dustries have to ‘run’ in order to ‘stay in place’ (so called ‘Red Queen Game’ as in
‘Alice in the Wonderland’ [15], [66]).

In aggregated extractive industry, value-added is created by physical capital
in first hand: ore mining and quarry equipment (solid mineral extraction), drilling
and pumping equipment (liquid and gas mineral extraction). Technological change in
extractive industries is not significant; R&D is related to geological exploration, and
it also highly depends on physical capital (e.g. drilling). Of course, qualified labor is
also required in such industries, as well as talented entrepreneurs, but R&D and
qualification are not the critical success factors creating high value added (and this
is why raw material industry is concentrated – it has economies of scale for physical
capital, and requires substantial finance for operation). Product of extractive industry
is intermediate good which is either exported or is used for domestic processing.

In aggregated processing industry, R&D and qualification are two main sources
of value-added. Engineering developments and know-how are the main productive
factors of processing industry, and high qualification for a majority of workers is
critical for transformation of bright ideas into qualitative product. The product of
processing industry is final good, which is either consumed (consumer goods, e.g.
cloths and house appliances) or is invested (investments goods, e.g. machinery).

It is assumed that processing industries are generally knowledge-rich industries:
they must produce technologically sophisticated products, they require constant mo-
dernization, modification of consumer qualities etc. Thus, one may put a somewhat
equality sign between ‘processing industries’ and ‘knowledge-rich industries’ [59].
Yet, in the model primarily manufacturing of knowledge-rich commodities (and not
services) is considered, as concentration on production of the latter (e.g. software,
engineering etc) is only an emerging form of economic activity for transition coun-
tries, and switch to such a post-industrial organization manifests a great leap [21].

Each industry has a stock of physical capital and intellectual resources which
are specific for the given industry (machinery and equipment can be mostly used for
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given technology, also knowledge and skills can mostly be applied in a given indus-
try); for purpose of modeling, a minor flow of resources between industries can be
ignored. Labor resources are not specific and can be used in all industries. It can be
assumed that total labor amount is constant, and that value-added creation is only
determined by proportions of labor equipped in industries.

A value-added VAi produced in i-th industry can be defined as

ii
iiii MLKVA βαγ= ,

where L – amount of labor;
γi is share of labor that goes to i-th industry (1≥γi≥0, Σγi=1);
Ki is amount of physical capital in i-th industry;
Mi is amount of intellectual resources in i-th industry;
αi, β i are constants in a production function (1≥αi≥0, 1≥β i≥0, αi+β i≤1).
It is not a target to consider an empirically understood growing compensation

for intellectual labor in the model; however, it is possible to model it if β i≥1.
National income Y is a sum of industries’ value-added:
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Distribution of national income can be represented, much traditionally, as Y=C+I+S',
where C is national consumption;

I is national investment;
S' is ‘deadweight’ savings (that can be observed e.g. in economy with poorly

functioning banking system; in efficiently functioning market economy, S'=0).
Investment is distributed between industry production factors:
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where si is a share of national income that is invested into i-th industry (1≥si≥0,
Σsi ≤s<1);

s is some limit constant, s=I/Y;
φi is a share of investment into i-th industry that is invested into physical

capital Ki (1≥φi≥0).
Coefficients si, φi may be constant or may vary in time.
Dynamics of stock of production factors in a given industry i is represented as
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where δKi, δMi are depreciation rates for physical capital and intellectual resources,
accordingly;
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θKi, θMi, ζ i, and τi are constants that determine efficiency of investment into a
given resource in a given industry.
In basic case, θKi = θMi = 1, ζi=1, τi=1, i.e.

iMiiiMMi

iKiiiKKi
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KYsKIK
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A basic structure of output and investment for two industry economy model is
represented below in Fig. 1.

Extractive industry (1)

CapitalK1

Intellectual resources M1

Processing industry (2)

CapitalK2

Intellectual resources M2

National
incomeY

Investment
I=Y-C-S′

VA1 VA2

Labor L

IK1

IM1

IM2

IK2

Fig. 1. Output and investment in two industry model

It can be assumed that productivity of intellectual resources is low in extrac-
tive industry and high in processing industry, β2>β1≅0. Total productivity of factors
can be the same in two industries, α1+β1=α2+β2. Also, investment into intellectual
resources in processing industry may be more efficient than investment into other
factors, τ2>1 (ζ1=ζ2=τ1=1).

Supply and demand

Through structure of value-added, it is possible to derive amounts of domestic
supply and foreign trade. It may be assumed that extractive industry product price
is P1, and processing product price is P2.

Then, an extractive industry produces (and supplies) Q1 quantity of product:

1

111

1

1
1

11

P
MLK

P
VAQ

βαγ
== .

It can be assumed that processing industry has a Leontieff-type technology,
requiring λ units of intermediate product for one unit of final product. Then, a de-
mand in processing industry (intermediate good market) is

21
~ QQ λ= ,
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where λ is coefficient of technological utilization of raw material (assume that λ=1,
i.e. one unit of intermediate good required for one unit of final good). Then, obvi-
ously, P2>λP1.

A processing industry produces (and supplies) Q2 quantity of product (case λ=1):

12

222

12

2
2

22

PP
MLK

PP
VAQ

−
=

−
=

βαγ
.

Private consumption (consumer goods) and investment into physical capital
(equipment, constructions) both represent a demand for processing industry product.
Investment into intellectual resources partially is used for education materials (i.e.
purchase of books, hardware/software etc. – i.e. processing industry products), and
partially it is distributed as tutors’ income (and therefore afterwards it is used for
private consumption, too). Thus, all income in a considered two-industry economy is,
this way or the other, is used to purchase processing industry product. Then the
demand in final good market is:

2

21
2

~
P
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In basic case, it is possible to assume that foreign trade imposes no limitations
on economy, i.e. a deficit of good can all be covered by imports, and excess of good
can all be exported. Then, amount of export/import is determined as
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A basic structure of flows in a two industry economy model is represented be-
low (Fig. 2).

extractive
industry 1

processing
industry 2

consumer
product
market

house -
holds

C+IM

P1

foreign
market

IK1 IK2

P2

Ex1 Ex2Im1

Im2

1 2

Fig. 2. Structure of production flows in two industry economy
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Introducing limitations

A model introduced above can be solved analytically, provided an optimality
criterion is given. However, it is evident that solution will rely on one serious as-
sumption: that free foreign trade will cover domestic imbalances, demanding excess
product and supplying deficit product. However, expansion in foreign markets is
typically limited due to high competition, as well as domestic markets once lost to
import are difficult to regain. Therefore, limitations can be introduced into a model,
assuming that actual supply is limited either by production capacity (determined by
available factors) or by market demand (which can hardly grow faster than certain
pace, e.g. growth of world economy).

It may be assumed that there is no problem of intermediate good import sub-
stitution: processing industry manufacturers would always prefer to purchase raw
materials domestically, should these be available.

Let R[⋅] be an operator of time lag: for some dynamic variable xt, R[xt]=xt-1.
For final good industry, maximal growth of output Q2 may be limited by a

consumer preference factor ξ (indicating potential loyalty to domestic brands):

Q2/R[Q2]<1+ξ
therefore,
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and

VA2=(P2–P1)Q2

Domestic demand for intermediate good is defined as above from production
volume of Q2.

Export of extractive industry product is limited by foreign market growth ω:
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then

VA1=P1Q1

and

Y=VA1+VA2=C+I.
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Saving behavior

Traditional theory considers several types of saving behavior [9]:
1. Investment proportional to national income (in accordance with Keynsian

and neoclassical models) and is determined by propensity to save.
Then, for the model analyzed:

si
t = si

φi
t = φi.

2. Dynamically determined rate of investment (analogue of capital market
which determines target and size of investments). Several factors can have impact
on a ratio of investment to national income:

(a) factor productivity in industries. In accordance with neoclassical approach,
factor demand depends on relative productivity of the given factor;

(b) industry productivity. Proportion of investment that goes to each industry
may depend on relative industry productivity.

In order to evaluate behavioral scenarios for the model, an approach conside-
ring varying proportions of investment (‘2a’ option) was used. For analytical study of
the model, an approach considering fixed investment proportions was used.

3.2. Behavioral scenarios

Series of simulations have been run in order to determine major scenarios of
economic development for two industry model (these simulations were particularly
necessary to examine cases when analytic modeling is complicated: e.g. consideration
of limitations).

These scenarios, summarized in Table 1, also represent tendencies that could
be observed in real transition economies.

Table 1.
Major scenarios of economic dynamics for two industry economy

¹ Description Formal description Examples
I Balance of extractive and processing

industry (insignificant exports and
imports); can only be maintained in
planning economies

Q1 = Q1
D

Q2 = Q2
D

Soviet Union economy

II Decline of processing sector output;
deficit in domestic final good market
is covered by imports, excess inter-
mediate good is exported

Q1 > Q1
D || Ex1>0

Q2 < Q2
D || Im2>0

Russia, Ukraine

III Complete elimination of processing
sector; export revenues of extractive
sector are used to purchase imported
final goods

Q1>Q1
D=0 || Ex1=Q1

Q2 =0 || Im2=Q2
D

Kazakhstan, Turk-
menistan

IV Development of processing sector;
extractive industry redirected to
supply mostly to domestic processing
industry

Q1 < Q1
D || Im1>0

Q2 > Q2
D || Ex2>0

CEE countries

V Complete elimination of extractive
sector; export revenues of processing
sector are used to purchase imported
raw materials

Q1 =0 || Im1=Q1
D

Q2 > Q2
D ||

Ex2=Q2 – Q2
D

(not in transitional
economies): e.g. Italy,
UK etc.
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These scenarios are represented as flowcharts in Fig. 3 gray arrows indicate
potential switches between scenarios.

1 2

Q1 =
Q2

Q1
D

=Q2
D

1 2 Р

Q1 =
Q2

Q1
D

=Q2
D

1 2 Р

Q1>
Q2

Q1
D

<Q2
D

1 2 Р

Q1≤
Q2

Q1
D

≥Q2
D

1 2 Р

Q1

Q2~0
Q1

D~0
Q2

D

IV

I

II

III
1 2 Р

V

≥Q2
D

Q1~0
Q2

Q1
D

Fig. 3. Scenarios of economic development in two industry model

Scenario I is particularly not stable, since balance of two industries can only
be achieved through price control, supply-demand regulations, and limitations of
export/import. When economics is liberalized, these limitations are removed and a
system evolves either to Scenario II (decline of processing industry) or to Scenario IV
(expansion of production industry). Scenario II can evolve to Scenario III (complete
elimination of processing industry); similarly, Scenario IV can evolve to Scenario V
(when raw materials are mostly purchased abroad, as it can be observed in many
Western Europe countries). Further, economy can switch between Scenario II (if ex-
tractive industry is developing faster) and Scenario IV (if processing industry is de-
veloping faster).

Scenario II is a typical description of what happened in the former SU repub-
lics during the beginning of 1990s. After economy was liberalized, low-quality pro-
duction of domestic processing manufacturers has been replaced by imports; imports
also have filled in the gap in demand that existed in final good markets in beginning
of 1990s. In some countries, this tendency continued as far as Scenario III, with vir-
tually an elimination of processing industry activities. In other countries, such as
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Russia and Ukraine, extractive industries still dominate economic output and stand
for a large share of exports, but processing industries represent a substantial part of
the economy.

Other countries, primarily CEE countries such as Czech Republic and Poland,
managed to keep the pace of processing industries and have therefore continued as
Scenario IV. However, these countries have traditionally been developed as a ‘proces-
sing’, and they have a long history supporting this path (e.g. industrialization in these
countries happened half a century earlier than in Soviet Union republics) (a revision of
transition processes and underlying factors e.g. in Svejnar’s papers [53], [54]).

3.3. Analytics of the model

The problem is to determine which scenario is preferable and how it can be
achieved. Major model analysis results can be summarized:

(a) it is very important to provide correct criterion for best scenario. As al-
ways, investment is a major source of long-term growth. However, a task to maxi-
mize rate of economic growth in current period ∆Yt/Yt, (if an investment rate limit s
is defined: s1+s2=s)):
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s1, s2 = argmax ∆Y

leads to a myopic investors’ decision to invest everything into most productive in-
dustry (s1=s, s2=0 if expression in brackets is larger for first member, and s1=0, s2=s
if expression is larger for the second member). This leads to output decline in under-
invested industry (which thereby becomes even less productive); finally this results
in extermination of a less productive industry, but due to this also to a drop in overall
productivity (and often a decline) of a more productive industry. Maintenance of
fixed investment proportions is more preferable for economy to achieve higher na-
tional income in the long run, although in a short run it may experience lower
growth rates.

(b) For basic case, when no limitations are introduced to the model, and in-
vestment proportions are fixed, a model converges to a steady state if ζiαi, τiβi <1.

Accordingly, a model of two-industry economy with given properties has an
equilibrium of ‘stable node’ type; this can be considered an extension of Mankiw et
al. [32] who demonstrated a stable equilibrium for one-sector system with intellec-
tual resource accumulation (without consideration of its inner structure).

Otherwise, a model can follow an explosive (ever expanding growth path).
This is one opportunity to indicate e.g. a growing comparative compensation for in-
tellectual resources (or, a growing utility of intellectual resources as introduced by
Romer [43]); however, given the empirics of contemporary knowledge economies,
Romer’s assumptions can be questioned.

In case limitations are introduced, three possible types of influence upon sys-
tem dynamics have been identified: (a) no impact; (b) slowing the convergence process
(light impact); (ñ) changing the equilibrium state, e.g. a system collapses to zero
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(heavy impact). Assuming the fixed investment proportions, most frequent is type ‘b’
dynamics; thus, limitations do not have principle effect upon steady-state solution.

There exists an optimal proportion of investment split between industries that
will maximize the steady-state output, if an investment rate limit s is defined:

s1
*, s2

*
 = argmax Y*(ϕ1

*,ϕ2
*)

ϕ1
*, ϕ2

* = argmax Y* (s1, s2).

A target then can be to maximize steady-state consumption, that is, C=(1–s)Y.
Formal solution of this model can be provided if basic case of factor accumulation
(θKi = θMi = 1, ζi=1, τi=1) is considered.
Let

χ = α1 + β1 = α2 + β2.

Values of ϕ1, ϕ2 that maximize national income Y can independently be found
for each industry:
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where E is a constant that can be calculated depending on parameters of economy
considered.
Maximal level of consumption given the rate of saving can be expressed as

EssC ⋅⋅ −−= χ
χ

1)1( .

This expression achieves its maximum if s = χ.
Main implications of the presented model are the following.
First, target to maximize rate of economic growth can lead to sub-optimal

long-run decisions. for economic planning, it is worth setting targets that establish
high level of national income in the long-run (just recently, some governments
started to place such targets, e.g. the government of Russia [62]).
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Second, there exists an optimal distribution of investment between industries
and production factors that assures maximal level of national income in the long-run.
This target is achieved through balanced growth that assumes investment of indust-
ries in certain non-zero proportions.

4. Better growth: what can government do

4.1. Investing into institutional capital

Models of economic development through knowledge-rich industries assume
that there exists some ‘equilibrium’ compensation for value-added produced by in-
tellectual resources, objectively established in the market (just like cost of capital
and labor wage). However, since knowledge-rich industries innovate and introduce
new products, market value of such products will also be influenced by entrepre-
neurs themselves: e.g. market demand is determined from marketing promotional
activities, a so-called demand generation; supply will be determined by company’s
ability to protect its market from competitor intervention using patents and other
legal methods [45]. Therefore, impact of regulating state authorities on ‘equilibrium’
price of KRI product is essential [44].

Net efficiency of technological development and human capital cannot be
measured. It has been shown in a number of studies that for knowledge-rich indus-
tries, efficiency of investment to a substantial degree is settled by institutional ac-
tivity of government [46]. A business environment should be created, in which inno-
vative companies and knowledge-rich industries will be able to expand and provide
a stable flow of income to their investors.

All developed countries use a number of measures that effectively increases a
value-added of intellectual resources ([34], [39]):

• legislation protecting investments into knowledge-rich industries (patent
laws, copyright laws etc.);

• state incentives of KRI production activities
− direct (e.g. systems of technological parks and business-incubators sup-

ported by state donations; government finance for priority technologies; gov-
ernment purchases of KRI products);

− indirect (e.g. preferential tax treatment);
• foreign trade regulation

− protectionist measures for domestic markets of KRI products (custom
and tariff regulation, currency policy, compulsion measures);

− support of KRI exports (e.g. technical aid programs for developing coun-
tries, export subsidizing, compulsion measures).

Another important aspect of KRI growth in transition countries is emergence
and development of market-type management skills as a necessary component for
efficient value-added creation. Because management skills is a flair that cannot just
spring up overnight and must be developed within the population, it is a responsi-
bility of state authorities as transition process leaders to elaborate on institutional
networks supporting them [20]. Whereas in CEE, deficit of managerial skills was
covered by those of foreign managers from developed countries [8], lack of market-
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type management institutions is one clue to why fast transition program has failed
in former SU republics [55].

Besides, availability of qualified technical workforce (engineers, specialists, and
researchers) is very important. All countries in which KRIs have been successfully
developing, including South-East Asian countries, have succeeded due to this factor.
Besides, all these countries have conducted specific state policies targeting growth of
quantity and improvement of quality of their workforce [23]. However, as empha-
sized by Mani [31], it is important not only to have qualified workforce available, but
to balance between industry demand for specialists and supply from tertiary educa-
tion system.

Thus, government efforts to support knowledge-rich industries are de facto
one more (and quite important!) production factor (in a sense that it creates industry
value-added). This factor can be called ‘institutional capital’. Creation and mainte-
nance of institutional capital requires investments, performed primarily by the state
(they are related to domestic infrastructure in innovation sphere and knowledge-rich
industries, as well as to a country’s position in the world as high-technology bearer).

Similar issues (no formal models) were considered by Easterly [12], who demon-
strated that in absence of proper economic infrastructure (that depends on govern-
ment efforts to establish ‘game rules’), even given other growth ‘prerequisites’ (phy-
sical and human factor accumulation, R&D etc.), economic growth may not occur.

‘Instutional capital’ factor is closely linked with productivity of national inno-
vation system (a concept introduced by Freeman [14], and extended by Lundvall [29]
and Nelson [38]). A more precise definition by Nelson considers national innovation
system (NIS) a complex of policy measures in industry and innovation sphere, R&D
activity and innovative behavior of firms and state institutions (incl. research insti-
tutes and universities). Thus, NIS involves all participants of innovation process:
knowledge producers as well as knowledge users, and also regulative authorities.
Accordingly, infrastructure of NIS will have positive effect on value-added produced
by KRIs; this infrastructure can be called ‘institutional capital’.

Accordingly, a two industry model considered in Section 3 can be modified in
order to consider institution capital factor:

iii
iiiii PMLKVA γβαγ= ,

where Pi is a institutional capital factor of i-th industry;
γi shows institutional capital productivity (it is possible to assume that this

productivity is low in extractive industry and it is high in processing industry due to
the reasons discussed: γ2>γ1≅0).

Dynamics of institutional capital factor can be similar to dynamics of other
factors (since there will be certain ‘efficiency’ of investment, and since this factor
would ‘depreciate’ once it is not maintained):

iPPPi PIP
i

i

ii
δθ ρ −=& ,

where δPi is a depreciation rate for institutional capital;
IPi is amount of investment into institutional capital (IPi=siϕ i2Y, ϕ i+ϕ i2≤1),
θPi and ρi are constants that determine efficiency of investment into institu-

tional capital in i-th industry.
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If institutional capital factor is considered in the model, an optimal distribution
of investment flows (which provides maximal level of output) will change signifi-
cantly, since a certain share of national capital must be invested into creation and
maintenance of institutional capital in processing industries (if ζ iαi, τiβ i, ρ iγi ≤1):

s1*, s2* =argmax Y* (ϕ1*, ϕ12*, ϕ2*, ϕ22*)

ϕ1*, ϕ12*, ϕ2*, ϕ22* = argmax Y* (s1, s2)

where s1*, s2* > 0. Because such investment is accomplished by state authorities, a
corresponding part of national product can be extracted in form of taxes (e.g. corpo-
rate income tax) and redirected for purposes of required institutional infrastructure
development. It is important to consider this factor in practical analysis in order to
estimate investment proportions properly.

4.2. Directing investment flows

Maintenance of proper investment proportions and development of activities in
knowledge-rich industries are two key preconditions of high level of economic
growth in transition economies. However, some transition countries with vast natural
resources become stuck in the situation of inefficient investment distribution.

Availability of resource rent creates disproportions in investment, since ex-
pected return is higher in extractive sector of economy. Projects in processing in-
dustries are only considered as risk-diversifying (extractive industry products all
have cycle price conjuncture); but since they are treated as such, finance only goes
to projects that have higher return and minimal sunk cost. As a result, extractive
industries become over-invested, and processing industries remain under-invested.

State authorities can use policies that would re-direct investment flows, im-
posing conditions under which investors prefer to invest into specific sectors (see e.g.
[47]). Since there exist a great variety of investment projects with various invest-
ment requirement and various profitability, this policy can be described as imposed
change of parameters of project probabilistic distribution in extractive and process-
ing industries.

Suppose there is a probabilistic distribution of investment options in extractive
and processing industries, and total need for investment is comparable in both sec-
tors. If all projects are adjusted by risk rate to represent expected project return,
and all projects are normalized by investment volume, then their distribution will
conform to the following pattern: a majority of projects will distribute around some
average industry income rate R*, with possible deviations of particular projects to-
wards higher or lower profitability. Then, invested finance is distributed to projects
that have higher expected return, then to projects with lower expected rate, and so
on, up to projects with minimal acceptable rate of return (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Probabilistic distribution of projects and investment process in two industry economy

Then, rate of proportions in which investment is split between extractive and
processing industries, is determined as

)(
)(

2

1

MIN

MIN

RRP
RRP

>
>

=π ,

where π is a proportion of investments for extractive (¹ 1) and processing (¹ 2) in-
dustries;

Pi is a probabilistic distribution of projects in i-th industry;
RMIN is a minimal acceptable rate of return (e.g. return of zero-risk investment).
In basic case, industry project distribution can be described by Gauss-type

distribution function, then

),,()( *
iRiMINiMINi RRfRRP Ω=> ,

where Ri
* is an average of distribution of return in i-th industry;

ΩRi is a standard deviation of return in i-th industry.
Thus,

),,,,(
21

*
2

*
1 RRMIN RRRf ΩΩ=π .

If ΩR1=ΩR2=ΩR, i.e. standard deviations of return is equal into industries, then π is
only determined by ratio of R1

* and R2
*, i.e. average of return in each industry.

Then, options for state authorities to introduce a corrective system of taxes
and subsidies can be represented as
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where ∆1 is a correction of extractive industry return through resource rent tax;
∆2 is a correction of processing industry return through subsidies.
Therefore, after selection of a corrective policy type, a necessary correction

level ∆ is determined from
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Graphically, this situation is represented in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Correction of investment flow proportions

It is evident that policy option (c), introduction of corrective tax on resource
rent and redistribution of tax revenues in form of subsidies to processing industries,
imposes a lower tax burden on extractive industries (compared to option (a)), and
also creates a smaller basis for state inefficiency (due to lower subsidies compared to
option (b)). A number of practical examples on the issue summarized in [40].

It should be noted that for such policy, transparency of its implementation is
critical: based on experience of Norway, the only country that managed to avoid
Dutch disease, availability of civil control over financial flows of oil sector and their
redistribution beneficial to the society also turned to be beneficial for economy; and
this is what other natural resource-rich countries lacked [24].

,
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5. Knowledge rich industries: key success factors

It is a principle issue what mechanism can facilitate the engagement of intel-
lectual potential in industries. Whereas intellectual potential has been partially em-
ployed in CEE, the main problem in former SU republics was that throughout the
first ten years of transition its KRIs have never created any prerequisites for a suc-
cessful conversion into a market-based knowledge-based economy [58].

An efficient economic growth through knowledge-rich industries involves two
main components. On one side, there must be a constant demand of industries them-
selves for innovations and technologies. On the other side, there must exist a mar-
ket-oriented R&D sector ready to fulfill this demand and to propose new technolo-
gies with potential commercial viability. One such possible organization is presented
in Fig. 6: a flow of gradually commercialized technologies from R&D sector into in-
dustrial sector, spin-off in venture companies and final acceptance as a routine in
large companies. A government can guide this process through subsidies and impo-
sed standards, and institutional/financial support to R&D sector. Evidently, growth
through KRIs is a long chain of concerted processes; whenever one link is missing,
the whole chain falls.

Growth through KRIs

R&D sector

industries

R&D
within

industries

applied
research

fundamental
research

venture
activities

large
companies

•demand for technologies
•implementation of
innovations

•supply of technologies
•commercialization of
scientific ideas

Government

•‘carrot and stick’ push through
standards and subsidies

•direct & indirect support

Fig. 6. Components of growth through knowledge-rich industries

It was exactly a ‘missing link’ phenomenon that made growth pace in know-
ledge-rich industries very slow for former Soviet Union countries. In fact, heritage of
socialist science could doubtfully be used commercially (besides those technologies
stolen en masse during early 1990s). Soviet science has never been commercialized:
In Soviet Union, major R&D was concentrated within the second sphere accounting
for 75 to 90 per cent of overall R&D; only 5 to 10 per cent of R&D were allocated in
industries themselves [16]. On the other hand, there never existed an ‘innovative cul-
ture’, a deep understanding that innovation is a key value in industries (as it is e.g.
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in the United States [18]). Some institutions critical for market-based growth in know-
ledge-rich industries have never existed, and some have not emerged even by now.

From industry side, development of R&D has been halted by mere commercial
reasons. First, payback for R&D projects may extend to five-ten years; when infla-
tion rate is high, such long-term investments become prohibitively expensive. Also
(linked with that), the real return on investment in KRIs (including innovations) has
been lower than that of ‘traditional’ economic activities (developing trade sector, ex-
ports of oil etc). Second, lack of formal legislation has brought industries into ‘in-
stitutional blindness’ (when unspecified property rights or absence of intellectual
property rights protection halt practical implementations of an innovation [5]); whe-
reas proper laws on intellectual property rights (patenting etc) are a major issue of
KRI growth in developed countries such the US and Japan [33]. Third, lack of ma-
nagerial skills has made implementation of innovations difficult. In particular, when
forced to compete with sophisticated production of transnational companies, local en-
trepreneurs often failed [55].

Finally, often industries are reluctant to make innovations unless they are for-
ced to. One thing that pushes them forward is competition; however, a tough com-
petition also brings prices down, thereby limiting companies’ abilities to invest (an
expected return from investment becomes much lower, thereby innovation is not at-
tractive). Another thing is government introduction of standards and norms, which
has proven itself as good way to stimulate innovations e.g. in the EU. Similar policies
have been applied recently in the automotive and aviation sector of Central and
Eastern Europe, where environmental and safety standards are forcing domestic
manufacturers to invest in new technologies (see [1] on automotive industry; reports
on other industries can be obtained). A wise combination of protectionist measures
and imposed standards is one efficient ‘carrot and stick’ for KRI growth stimulation.

An identification of missing elements of innovative economy may help to reveal
target zones in which institutional investment by governments should first apply.

Industries would not come to growth through innovations until other (less so-
phisticated) opportunities exhausted. Thus, re-direction of investment flows (a for-
mal model discussed above) may become one important target for policy makers.
Development of legislation and support to managerial skills development (called in-
vestment into institutional capital above) are also very important.

From R&D sector side, it is necessary to create pre-requisites for commerciali-
zation of technologies, and institutions for fast response to industry demand.

The country’s overall scientific potential may be split into three spheres – scien-
tific potential within companies (in-house engineers and researchers), applied research
in industries (industrial institutes, research centers etc), and academic research (in-
cluding fundamental science, tertiary education institutions etc.) For each of these
spheres, depending on the degree of R&D commercialization (which is the highest in
the first sphere and the lowest in the last one), mechanisms of knowledge involve-
ment into economic life shall vary.

R&D within manufacturing companies represents the least problematic zone,
as its potential is utilized by companies themselves. A promising way to use indu-
strial potential is to enforce joint-ventures in high-tech spheres, allowing domestic
industries to catch up with latest trends in R&D, and international companies to
benefit from comparatively cheap local intellectual labor.
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An institution that may create links between academic sector and business
world is a range of commercialization agencies that advocate support to specific
technologies. Emerging venture capitalists may use such agencies as intermediates to
choose better investment opportunities.

For academic research, which may not necessarily have tangible commercial
effect, role of state budget support is crucial. The applied research, which still holds
the largest share, may use both commercial and state support combined. For all three
spheres, it is important to sort out the intellectual property issues, keep in mind that
an acceptable solution must not turn down the turnover of critical knowledge and
key ideas (e.g. government may not necessarily put anti-piracy legislation among its
priorities, since Western-type anti-piracy laws must have balanced application,
whereas strict application is merely inefficient [6]).

It is evident that only smooth inter-dependent work of all these three spheres
may help to maintain the intellectual potential in the long-run. Utilization of intel-
lectual potential is therefore conditional upon the multi-directional governmental
policies, implying the critical role of state for shaping the process of long-term eco-
nomic growth via growth acceleration in knowledge-rich industries.

6. Conclusion

Main results of this paper can be shortly summarized. It has been argued that
development through knowledge-rich industries is advantageous for economies in
transition. The main factors that make such development preferable are (a) high
importance of human (or intellectual) resources as a factor for transition process and
as a country’s competitive competence, (b) increased comparative compensation for
intellectual resources value-added that is one possible gap in income level between
developed and transitional countries, and (c) initial endowment with intellectual re-
sources and thus availability of intellectual rent.

Analysis and simulations that have been carried out for a proposed two in-
dustry model have demonstrated that it is beneficial for a country to maintain certain
proportions of investment into industries and factors, that is, to achieve balanced
growth. Solution for these proportions has been proposed for the presented formal
model.

Government plays a key role if development through knowledge-rich indus-
tries is targeted. In a case existing structure of investment flows is found inefficient
(e.g. decline of processing sector due to rich endowment with natural resources), it is
possible to arrange its re-distribution through a system of taxes (in extractive sector)
and subsidies (in processing sector); formal model has been suggested to estimate
necessary re-distribution measures. A government is able to build up and maintain a
country’s ‘institutional capital’ (basic institutes for intellectual property rights, R&D
etc) that would increase value-added of the processing sector. Policies should also be
applied to enhance R&D sector and to make it market-oriented.
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